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Abstract 

 

The paper provides a brief review of the connecting literature in management information, decision 

sciences, and financial economics, and discusses some research that is related to the three cognate 

disciplines. Academics could develop theoretical models and subsequent econometric models to 

estimate the parameters in the associated models, and analyze some interesting issues in the three 

related disciplines. 
 

Keywords: Management information, decision sciences, financial economics, theoretical models, 

econometric models.  
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1. Introduction  

 

There are many studies that link management information, decision sciences, and financial 

economics. In this paper, we discuss different types of utility functions, stochastic dominance 

(SD), mean-risk (MR) models, portfolio optimization (PO), and other behavioral financial 

economics as these topics are popular in management information, decision sciences, and financial 

economics. Academics could develop theoretical models and thereafter develop econometric 

models to estimate the associated parameters to analyze some interesting issues in management 

information, decision sciences, and financial economics. 

 

 

The plan of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, some theoretical models are 

discussed. Alternative statistical and econometrics models are analyzed in Section 3. A brief 

discussion of empirical models is presented in Section 4. Some concluding remarks are given in 

Section 5. 

 

2. Theoretical Models   

 

It is important to commence any rigorous research in management information, decision sciences, 

and financial economics by developing appropriate theoretical models.  We have been developing 

some theories to extend those that have been discussed in a number of existing literature reviews. 

We discuss some of our research in the following subsections. 

 

 

2.1 Cost of capital 

 

Gordon and Shapiro (1956) first equate the price of a share with the present value of future 

dividends and derived the well-known relationship. Subsequently, there have been many 

improvements on the theory. For example, Thompson (1985) combines the ‘dividend yield plus 

growth’ method with Box-Jenkins time series analysis of past dividend experience to estimate the 

cost of capital and its ‘reliability’ for individual firms. Thompson and Wong (1991) estimate the 
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cost of capital using discounted cash flow (DCF) methods requires forecasting dividends. They 

show that past dividend behavior may support more than one reasonable forecasting model and 

that reasonable forecasting models can lead to divergent estimates of the cost of capital. They also 

find no way of selecting the best cost of capital estimate. Any choice must ultimately be based on 

the ‘judgment’ of the analyst.  

 

Thompson and Wong (1996) extend Thompson’s work using time series models within the 

discounted cash flow framework to estimate the cost of equity capital for a firm. In particular, they 

prove the existence and uniqueness of a solution for the cost of equity capital. They also show that 

the cost of equity function is continuously differentiable and derive the formula for its reliability. 

 

However, their approaches cannot be used if ‘reliability’ does not exist, or if there are multiple 

solutions for the ‘reliability’. Wong and Chan (2004) extend their theory by proving the existence 

and uniqueness of this reliability. In addition, they propose estimators for the reliability and prove 

that the estimators converge to a true parameter. The estimation approach is further simplified, 

hence rendering computation easier. In addition, the properties of the cost of capital and its 

reliability will be analysed with illustrations of several commonly used Box-Jenkins models. 

 

We have been applying the theory of cost of capital to develop investors’ behavioral models that 

can be used to explain market volatility, under- and overreaction and their magnitude effects as 

discussed in next subsection. 

 

2.2 Investors’ behavioral models by using cost of capital and conservative and representative 

heuristics 

 

We have been developing some behavioral models by using the theory of cost of capital and 

conservative and representative heuristics, and develop a new Bayesian approach that can be used 

to explain some financial anomalies including market volatility, the short-run underreaction, long-

run overreaction, and their magnitude effects. We then develop some statistics to test the existence 

of the financial anomalies. 
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There has been considerable interest in the Bayesian approach for explaining investors’ behavioral 

biases by incorporating conservative and representative heuristics when making financial 

decisions. For example, Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998) and others have developed Bayesian 

models to explain investors’ behavioral biases by using conservatism heuristics and the 

representativeness heuristics in making decisions. To extend their work and to establish a 

quantitative link between some important market anomalies and investors’ behavioral biases, Lam,  

 

Liu, and Wong (2010) develop a model of weight assignments using a pseudo-Bayesian approach 

that reflects investors’ behavioral biases. In this parsimonious model of investor sentiment, 

weights induced by investors’ conservative and representative heuristics are assigned to 

observations of the earning shocks of stock prices. Such weight assignments enable us to provide 

a quantitative link between some market anomalies and investors’ behavioral biases. The 

seriousness of an anomaly can be quantitatively assessed by investigating into its dependency on 

weights. New results other than the short-run underreaction and long-run overreaction can be 

derived, and new hypotheses can be formed. 

 

Lam, Liu, and Wong (2012) further extend their work by developing properties to explain some 

market anomalies, including short-term underreaction, long-term overreaction, and excess 

volatility. We also explain in details the linkage between these market anomalies and investors’ 

behavioral biases. 

 

In response to the recent global financial crisis, Fung, Lam, Siu, and Wong (2011) introduce a new 

pseudo-Bayesian model to incorporate the impact of a financial crisis. Properties of stock returns 

during the financial crisis and recovery from the crisis are established. The proposed model can be 

applied to investigate some important market anomalies, including short-term underreaction, long-

term overreaction, and excess volatility during financial crisis. We also explain in some detail the 

linkage between these market anomalies and investors’ behavioral biases during a financial crisis. 

 

Guo, McAleer, Wong, and Zhu (2017) introduce a new Bayesian approach to explain some market 

anomalies during financial crises and subsequent recovery. We assume that the earnings shock of 

an asset follows a random walk model with and without drift to incorporate the impact of financial 
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crises. We further assume the earning shock follows an exponential family distribution to take care 

of symmetric as well as asymmetric information. By using this model setting, they develop some 

properties on the expected earnings shock and its volatility, and establish properties of investor 

behavior on the stock price and its volatility during financial crises and subsequent recovery. 

Thereafter, we develop properties to explain excess volatility, short-term underreaction, long-term 

overreaction, and their magnitude effects during financial crises and subsequent recovery.  

 

2.3 Modeling different types of investors 

 

We have been developing some theories, estimation, and testing to study different utility functions 

and the preferences of different types of investors. We summarize some of the results here. Readers 

may refer to Sriboonchitta, Wong, Dhompongsa, and Nguyen (2009) and Bai, Guo, Li, and Wong, 

(2017) for further information. 

 

2.3.1 Different Types of Utility Functions 

 

Within the optimal production and hedging decision framework, Lien (2008) compares the 

exponential utility function with its second-order approximation under the normality distributional 

assumption. Guo, Lien, and Wong (2016) extend the result by comparing the exponential utility 

function with a 2n-order approximation for any integer n. We then propose an approach with an 

illustration to find the smallest n that provides a suitable approximation. 

 

2.3.2 Stochastic Dominance 

 

We have been developing several theories in stochastic dominance, and discuss some here. 

 

2.3.2.1 Behavior of risk averters and risk seekers 

 

Wong and Li (1999) develop some theoretical results to compare the preferences of different 

combinations of several assets for risk averters and risk seekers.  We also compare the preferences 

between a convex combination of several continuous distributions and a single continuous 
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distribution. Wong (2007) extends the stochastic dominance (SD) theory by introducing the first 

three orders of both ascending SD (ASD) and descending SD (DSD) to decisions in business 

planning and investment to risk-averse and risk-loving decision makers so that they can compare 

both returns and loss.  

 

We provide investors with more tools for empirical analysis, with which they can identify the first 

order ASD and DSD prospects and discern arbitrage opportunities that could increase their utility 

as well as wealth, and create a zero-dollar portfolio to make huge profits. Our tools also enable 

investors and business planners to identify the third-order ASD and DSD prospects and make 

better choices. To complement the stochastic dominance approach, we also introduce an improved 

mean-variance criterion to decisions in business planning or investment on both return and loss for 

risk-averse and risk-loving investors. We then illustrate the superiority of the present approaches 

with well-known examples in the literature, and discuss the relationship between the improved 

stochastic dominance and mean-variance criteria. 

 

Chan, Clark, and Wong (2012) analyze properties of stochastic dominance (SD) for risk-averse 

investors and risk-seeking SD (RSD) for risk-seeking investors which, in turn, enables us to study 

their behavior. We first discuss the basic property of SD and RSD linking the SD and RSD to 

expected-utility maximization. Thereafter, we prove that a hierarchy exists in both SD and RSD 

relationships and that the higher orders of SD and RSD can be inferred by the lower orders of SD 

and RSD, but not vice-versa. Furthermore, we study the conditions in which third-order SD 

preferences are ‘the opposite of’ or ‘the same as’ their counterpart third-order RSD preferences.  

 

In addition, we establish the relationship between the order of the variances and that of the integrals 

for two assets, which enables us to establish certain relationships between the dominance of the 

variances and the second- and third-order SD and RSD for two assets under the condition of equal 

means. The theory developed in this paper provides a set of tools that enables investors to identify 

prospects for first-, second-, and third-order SD and RSD, and thereby enables investors to improve 

their investment decisions. Another contribution in this paper is that we recommend checking the 

dominance of the means of the distributions to draw inference of the preference for two different 
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assets for third-order risk averters and risk seekers. We illustrate this idea by comparing the 

investment behaviors of both third-order risk averters and risk seekers in bonds and stocks. 

 

Guo and Wong (2016) extend some well-known univariate stochastic dominance results to 

multivariate stochastic dominance (MSD) for both risk averters and risk seekers, respectively, to 

n order for any n > 0, when the attributes are assumed to be independent and the utility is assumed 

to be additively and separable. Under these assumptions, we develop some properties for MSD for 

both risk averters and risk seekers. For example, we prove that MSD are equivalent to the expected-

utility maximization for both risk averters and risk seekers, respectively.  

 

We show that the hierarchical relationship exists for MSD, establish some dual relationships 

between the MSD for risk averters and risk seekers, develop some properties for non-negative 

combinations and convex combinations random variables of MSD, and develop the theory of MSD 

for the preferences of both risk averters and risk seekers on diversification. At last, we discuss 

some MSD relationships when attributes are dependent, and discuss the importance and use of the 

results developed in the paper. 

 

2.3.2.2 Behavior of investors with S-shaped and reversed S-shaped utility functions 

 

Wong and Chan (2008) extend the work on Prospect Stochastic Dominance (PSD) theory and 

Markowitz Stochastic Dominance theory (MSD) to the first three orders, and link the 

corresponding S-shaped and reverse S-shaped utility functions to the first three orders. We also 

provide experiments to illustrate each case of the MSD and PSD to the first three orders, and 

demonstrate that the higher order MSD and PSD cannot be replaced by the lower order MSD and 

PSD. Furthermore, we formulate the following PSD and MSD properties: hierarchy exists in both 

PSD and MSD relationships; arbitrage opportunities exist in the first orders of both PSD and MSD; 

and for any two prospects under certain conditions, their third order MSD preference will be “the 

opposite of” or “the same as” their counterpart third-order PSD preference. 

 

2.3.2.3 Behavior of investors with both risk averse and risk seeking components 
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Guo, Qiao, and Wong (2017) introduce a new stochastic dominance (SD) theory for investors with 

AD utility that consists of both risk-averse and risk-seeking components. Based on the SD theory 

developed in the paper, we find a new solution to answer the observation posed by Friedman and 

Savage (1948) that people could buy insurance and try their luck with lotteries as well.  We find 

that investors with AD utility will buy both insurance and try their luck with lotteries to obtain 

higher expected utility. We find that investors with AD utility will buy both bonds and stocks and 

both bonds and futures to obtain higher expected utility. In addition, we develop some properties, 

including expected-utility maximization, hierarchy, transitivity, and diversification, for the new 

SD theory for investors with AD utility. 

 

2.3.3 Almost Stochastic Dominance 

 

Guo, Zhu, Wong, and Zhu (2013) provide more information on both the expected-utility 

maximization and the hierarchy property. For almost stochastic dominance, Leshno and Levy 

(2002) propose a definition and Tzeng, Huang, and Shih (2013) modify it to provide another 

definition. We show that the former has the hierarchy property but not expected-utility 

maximization, whereas the latter has expected-utility maximization but not the hierarchy property. 

 

Guo, Post, Wong, and Zhu (2014) establish necessary conditions for Almost Stochastic Dominance 

criteria of various orders. These conditions take the form of restrictions on algebraic combinations 

of moments of the probability distributions in question. The relevant set of conditions depends on 

the relevant order of ASD, but not on the critical value for the admissible violation area. These 

conditions can help to reduce the information requirement and computational burden in practical 

applications. A numerical example and an empirical application to historical stock market data 

illustrate the moment conditions. The first four moment conditions, in particular, seem appealing 

for many applications. 

 

Guo, Wong, and Zhu (2016) first extend the theory of almost stochastic dominance (ASD) (for 

risk averters) to include the ASD for risk-seeking investors. We then study the relationship 

between ASD for risk seekers and ASD for risk averters. Recently, Tsetlin, Winkler, Huang, and 
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Tzeng (2015) develop the theory of generalized ASD (GASD). We then briefly discuss the 

advantages and disadvantages of ASD and GASD. 

 

2.4 Indifference Curves 

 

Wong and Ma (2008) extend the work on location-scale (LS) family with general n random seed 

sources. First, we clarify and generalize existing results in this multivariate setting. Some useful 

geometrical and topological properties of the location-scale expected utility functions are obtained. 

Second, we introduce and study some general non-expected utility functions defined over the LS 

family. Special care is taken in characterizing the shapes of the indifference curves induced by the 

location-scale expected utility functions and non-expected utility functions. Finally, efforts are 

made to study several well-defined partial orders and dominance relations defined over the LS 

family. These include the first- and second-order stochastic dominance, the mean-variance rule, 

and a newly defined location-scale dominance. 

 

Broll, Egozcue, Wong, and Zitikis (2010) discuss prospect theory and establish general results 

concerning certain covariances from which we can in turn infer properties of indifference curves 

and hedging decisions within the prospect theory. 

 

2.5 Diversification 

 

Wong and Li (1999) extend Fishburn (1974)’s convex stochastic dominance theorem by including 

any distribution function, developing the results for both risk seekers as well as risk averters, and 

including third-order stochastic dominance. Our results are used to extend a theorem of Bawa, 

Bodurtha Jr, Rao, and Suri (1985) on comparison between a convex combination of several 

continuous distributions and a single continuous distribution. 

 

Li and Wong (1999) develop some results for the diversification preference for risk averters and 

risk seekers. Egozcue and Wong (2010) incorporate both majorization theory and stochastic 

dominance theory to develop a general theory and a unifying framework for determining the 

diversification preferences of risk-averse investors and conditions under which they would 
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unanimously judge a particular asset to be superior. In particular, we develop a theory for 

comparing the preferences of different convex combinations of assets that characterize a portfolio 

to give higher expected utility by second-order stochastic dominance. Our findings also provide 

an additional methodology for determining the second-order stochastic dominance efficient set.  

 

Egozcue, Fuentes García, Wong, and Zitikis (2011) study rankings of completely and partially 

diversified portfolios and also of specialized assets when investors follow so-called Markowitz 

preferences. It turns out that diversification strategies for Markowitz investors are more complex 

than in the case of risk-averse and risk-inclined investors, whose investment strategies have been 

extensively investigated in the literature.  

 

In particular, we observe that for Markowitz investors, preferences toward risk vary depending on 

their sensitivities toward gains and losses. For example, it turns out that, unlike in the case of risk-

averse and risk-inclined investors, Markowitz investors might prefer investing their entire wealth 

in just one asset. This finding helps us to better understand some financial anomalies and puzzles, 

such as the well-known diversification puzzle, which notes that some investors tend to concentrate 

on investing in only a few assets instead of choosing the seemingly more attractive complete 

diversification. 

 

Lozza, Wong, Fabozzi, and Egozcue (2017) provide a general valuation of the diversification 

attitude of investors. First, we empirically examine the diversification behavior of mean-variance 

investors in the US stock market during the 11-year period 2003-2013. We then analyze the 

diversification problem from the perspective of risk-averse investors and risk-seeking investors. 

Second, we prove that investors’ optimal choices will be similar if their utility functions are not 

too distant, independent of their tolerance (or aversion) to risk. Finally, we discuss investors’ 

attitude towards diversification when the choices available to investors depend on several 

parameters. 

 

2.6 Risk Measures 
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We have been developing properties for several risk measures to be used in finance, economics, 

and other areas. We briefly discuss the properties for some risk measures developed in this section. 

 

2.3.4 VaR and CvaR 

 

Ma and Wong (2010) establish some behavioral foundations for various types of VaR models, 

including VaR and conditional-VaR, as measures of downside risk. We establish some logical 

connections among VaRs, conditional-VaR, stochastic dominance, and utility maximization. 

Though supported to some extents with unanimous choices by some specific groups of expected 

or non-expected-utility investors, VaRs as profiles of risk measures at various levels of risk 

tolerance are not quantifiable - they can only provide partial and incomplete risk assessments for 

risky prospects. 

 

We also include in our discussion the relevant VaRs and several alternative risk measures for 

investors: these alternatives use somewhat weaker assumptions about risk-averse behavior by 

incorporating a mean-preserving-spread. For this latter group of investors, we provide arguments 

for and against the standard deviation versus VaR and conditional-VaRs as objective and 

quantifiable measures of risk in the context of portfolio choice. 

 

2.3.5 Omega ratio 

 

Both stochastic dominance and Omega ratio can be used to examine whether market is efficient, 

whether there is any arbitrage opportunity in the market, and whether there is any anomaly in the 

market. Guo, Jiang, and Wong (2017) study the relationship between stochastic dominance and 

Omega ratio. They find that second-order stochastic dominance (SD) and/or second-order risk-

seeking SD (RSD) alone for any two prospects is not sufficient to imply Omega-ratio dominance 

insofar that the Omega ratio of one asset is always greater than that of the other one. We extend 

the theory of risk measures by proving that the preference of second-order SD implies the 

preference of the corresponding Omega ratios only when the return threshold is less than the mean 

of the higher-return asset.  
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On the other hand, the preference of the second-order RSD implies the preference of the 

corresponding Omega ratios only when the return threshold is larger than the mean of the smaller-

return asset. Nonetheless, first-order SD does imply Omega-ratio dominance. Thereafter, we apply 

the theory developed in this paper to examine the relationship between property size and property 

investment in the Hong Kong real estate market. We conclude that the Hong Kong real estate 

market is not efficient and there are expected arbitrage opportunity and anomaly in the Hong Kong 

real estate market. Our findings are useful for investors and policy makers in real estate.  

 

2.3.6 High-order risk measures 

 

Niu, Wong, and Xu (2017) extend the theory between the Kappa ratio and stochastic dominance 

(SD) and risk-seeking SD (RSD) by establishing several relationships between first- and higher-

order risk measures and (higher-order) SD and RSD. We first show the sufficient relationship 

between the (n+1)-order SD and the n-order Kappa ratio. We then discover that, in general, the 

necessary relationship between SD/RSD and the Kappa ratio cannot be established.  

 

Thereafter, we find that when the variables being compared belong to the same location-scale 

family or the same linear combination of location-scale families, we can obtain the necessary 

relationships between the (n+1)-order SD with the n-order Kappa ratio when we impose some 

conditions on the means. Our findings enable academics and practitioners to reach better decisions 

in their analysis. 

 

2.3.7 Two-Moment Decision Model 

 

Alghalith, Guo, Niu, and Wong (2017) analyze the impacts of joint energy and output prices 

uncertainties on the inputs demands in a mean-variance framework. We find that an increase in 

expected output price will cause the risk-averse firm to increase the input demand, while an 

increase in expected energy price will cause the risk-averse firm to decrease the demand for energy 

and increase the demand for non-risky inputs. Furthermore, increasing the variance of the energy 

price will necessarily cause the risk-averse firm to decrease the demands for the non-risky inputs. 

Moreover, we investigate the two cases with only uncertain energy price and only uncertain output 
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price. In the case with only uncertain energy price, we find that the uncertain energy price has no 

impact on the demands for the non-risky inputs. 

 

Alghalith, Niu, and Wong (2017) analyze the impacts of joint energy and output prices 

uncertainties on the inputs demands in a mean-variance framework. We find that the concepts of 

elasticities and variance vulnerability play important roles in the comparative statics analysis. If 

the firms’ preferences exhibit variance vulnerability, increasing the variance of energy price will 

necessarily cause the risk-averse firm to decrease the demands for the non-risky inputs.  

 

Furthermore, we investigate two special cases with only uncertain energy price and only uncertain 

output price. In the case with only uncertain energy price, we find that the uncertain energy price 

has no impact on the demands for the non-risky inputs. Besides, if the firms’ preferences exhibit 

variance vulnerability, increasing the variance of energy price will cause the risk-averse firm to 

decrease the demand for energy. 

 

Alghalith, Guo, Wong, and Zhu (2016) present two dynamic models of background risk. We first 

present a stochastic factor model with an additive background risk. Then, we present a dynamic 

model of simultaneous (correlated) multiplicative background risk and additive background risk. 

In so doing, we use a general utility function. 

 

With multiple additive risks, the mean-variance approach and the expected-utility approach of risk 

preferences are compatible if all attainable distributions belong to the same location-scale family. 

Under this proviso, Guo, Wagener, Wong, and Zhu (2017) survey existing results on the parallels 

of the two approaches with respect to risk attitudes, the changes thereof, and the comparative 

statics for simple, linear choice problems under risks.  

 

In the mean-variance approach, all effects can be couched in terms of the marginal rate of 

substitution between mean and variance.  We provide some simple proofs of previous results. We 

apply the theory we stated or developed in our paper to study the behavior of a banking firm, and 

examine risk taking behavior with background risk in the mean-variance model. 
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3. Statistical and Econometric Models  

 

Another suggestion is to develop statistical and econometric models in the areas related to 

management information, decision sciences, economics, and finance. After developing 

mathematical models, one might consider developing some related statistical and econometric 

models. We have developed several econometrics papers related to management information, 

decision sciences, economics, and finance. 

 

3.1 Testing Investors’ behavioral models 

 

Lam, Liu, and Wong (2008, 2010) developed a Bayesian model to excess volatility, short-term 

underreaction and long-term overreaction. Guo, McAleer, Wong, and Zhu (2017) extend their 

model to excess volatility, short-term underreaction and long-term overreaction during financial 

crises. Fabozzi, Fung, Lam, and Wong (2013) develop three tests to test for the magnitude effect 

of short-term underreaction and long-term overreaction. 

 

3.2 Portfolio Optimization 

 

We have been developing some new theoretical results on portfolio optimization. When the 

dimension of the data is large, the theoretical model of the classical MV portfolio optimization 

developed by Markowitz (1952) has been found to have big problem in estimation. As substituting 

the sample mean and covariance matrix into the MV optimization procedure will result in a serious 

departure of the optimal return estimate, and the corresponding portfolio allocation estimate from 

their theoretic counterparts when the number of the assets is large, we call this return estimate the 

“plug-in” return and its corresponding estimate for the asset allocation the “plug-in allocation.” 

 

Bai, Liu, and Wong (2009a) prove that this phenomenon is normal and we call it “over-prediction.”  

In order to circumvent this over-prediction problem, we use a new method by incorporating the 

idea of the bootstrap into the theory of large dimensional random matrix. We develop new 

bootstrap-corrected estimates for the optimal return and its asset allocation, and prove that these 

bootstrap-corrected estimates can analytically correct the over-prediction and drastically reduce 
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the error. We also show that the bootstrap-corrected estimate of return and its corresponding 

allocation estimate are proportionally consistent with their counterpart parameters. 

 

Bai, Liu, and Wong (2009a) propose a bootstrap-corrected estimator to correct the overestimation, 

but there is no closed form for their estimator. Thus, it has to be obtained by employing a bootstrap 

approach. As a result, it is difficult for practitioners to adopt the estimate in reality. In order to 

circumvent this limitation, Leung, Ng, and Wong (2012) develop a new estimator for the optimal 

portfolio return based on an unbiased estimator of the inverse of the covariance matrix and its 

related terms, and derive explicit formulae for the estimator of the optimal portfolio return. 

 

Li, Bai, McAleer, and Wong (2017) improve estimation by using the spectral distribution of the 

sample covariance. We develop the limiting behavior of the quadratic form with the sample 

spectral corrected covariance matrix, and explain the superior performance to the sample 

covariance as the dimension increases to infinity with the sample size proportionally. Moreover, 

this paper deduces the limiting behavior of the expected return and risk on the spectral corrected 

MV portfolio, and illustrates the superior properties of the spectral corrected MV portfolio.  

 

In simulations, we compare the spectrally corrected estimates with the traditional and bootstrap-

corrected estimates, and show the performance of the spectral corrected estimates is the best in the 

portfolio return and also in the portfolio risk. We also compare the performance of our proposed 

estimation with different optimal portfolio estimates for real data from the S&P 500. The findings 

are consistent with the theory developed in our paper. 

 

3.3 Stochastic Dominance 

 

Ng, Wong, and Xiao (2017) develop tests for stochastic dominance by translating the inference 

problem of stochastic dominance into parameter restrictions in quantile regressions are proposed. 

They are variants of the one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistic with a limiting distribution of 

the standard Brownian bridge. The procedure to obtain the critical values of our proposed test 

statistics are provided. Simulation results show their superior size and power. They are applied to 

the NASDAQ 100 and S&P 500 indices to investigate the dominance relationship before and after 
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major turning points. The results show no arbitrage opportunity between the bear and bull markets. 

The results infer that markets are inefficient, and risk averters are better off investing in the bull 

rather than in the bear market. 

 

Bai, Li, McAleer, and Wong (2015) derive the limiting process of stochastic dominance statistics 

for risk averters as well as for risk seekers when the underlying processes are dependent or 

independent. We take account of the dependency of the partitions and propose a bootstrap method 

to decide the critical point. In addition, we illustrate the applicability of the stochastic dominance 

statistics for both risk averters and risk seekers to analyze the dominance relationship between the 

Chinese and US stock markets in the entire period, as well as the sub-periods before and after the 

crises, including the internet bubble and the recent sub-prime crisis.  

 

The findings could be used to draw inferences on the preferences of risk averters and risk seekers 

in investing in the Chinese and US stock markets. The results also enable us to examine whether 

there are arbitrage opportunities in these markets, and whether these markets are efficient and 

investors are rational. 

 

Bai, Li, Liu and Wong (2011) develop new statistics for both PSD and MSD of the first three 

orders. These statistics provide a tool to examine the preferences of investors with S-shaped utility 

functions in the prospect theory and investors with RS-shaped investors. We also derive the 

limiting distributions of the test statistics to be stochastic processes. In addition, we propose a 

bootstrap method to decide the critical points of the tests and prove the consistency of the bootstrap 

tests. To illustrate the applicability of our proposed statistics, we apply them to study the 

preferences of investors with the corresponding S-shaped and RS-shaped utility functions vis-a-

vis returns on iShares, and vis-a-vis returns of traditional stocks and Internet stocks, before and 

after the Internet bubble. 

 

3.4 Risk Measures 

 

Leung and Wong (2008) apply the technique of the repeated measures design to develop the 

Multiple Sharpe ratio test statistic to test the hypothesis of the equality of the multiple Sharpe ratios. 
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We also solve the asymptotic distribution of the statistic and its properties. To demonstrate the 

superiority of our proposed statistic over the traditional pair-wise Sharpe ratio test, we illustrate 

our approach by testing the equality of Sharpe ratios for eighteen iShares. Whereas the pair-wise 

Sharpe ratio test show that the performance of all the 18 iShares are indistinguishable, our test 

results reject the equality of the Sharpe ratios in each year, as well as in the entire sample, implying 

that the 18 iShares perform differently in each year as well as in the entire sample, with some 

outperforming others in the market. 

 

Bai, Wang, and Wong (2011) develop the mean-variance-ratio statistic to test the equality of the 

mean-variance ratios and prove that our proposed statistic is uniformly most powerful unbiased. 

In addition, we illustrate the applicability of our proposed test to compare the performances of 

stock indices. 

 

Bai, Hui, Wong, and Zitikis (2012) propose and develop mean-variance-ratio (MVR) statistics for 

comparing the performance of prospects after the effect of the background risk has been mitigated. 

We investigate the performance of the statistics in large and small samples and show that in the 

non-asymptotic framework, the MVR statistic produces a uniformly most powerful unbiased 

(UMPU) test. We discuss the applicability of the MVR test in the case of large samples and 

illustrate its superiority in the case of small samples by analyzing Korea and Singapore stock 

returns after the impact of the American stock returns (which we view as the background risk) has 

been deducted. We find, in particular, that when samples are small, the MVR statistic can detect 

differences in asset performances, while the Sharpe ratio test, which is the mean-standard-

deviation-ratio statistic, may not be able to do so. 

 

3.5 Unit root, cointegration, and causality tests  

 

We have developed several tests related to unit roots, cointegration, and causality, and discuss a 

few here.  

 

Tiku and Wong (1998) develop a unit root test to accommodate data that follow an AR(1) model. 

We use the three-moment chi-square and four moment F approximations to testing a unit root in 
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the AR(1) model when the innovations have one of a very wide family of symmetric distribution 

Student t. 

 

In cointegration theory, vector error-correction models (VECMs) have become an important 

means of analysing cointegrating relations. Usual full-order VECMs assume all nonzero entries in 

their coefficient matrices. However, applications of VECMs to economic and financial time series 

data have revealed that zero entries are indeed possible. If indirect causality or Granger non-

causality exists among the variables, the use of a full-order VECM will incorrectly conclude only 

the existence of Granger causality among these variables.  

 

In addition, the statistical and numerical accuracy of the cointegrating vectors estimated in this 

misspecified full-order VECM will be doubtful. It is argued that the zero-non-zero (ZNZ) 

patterned VECM is a more straightforward and an effective means of testing for both indirect 

causality and Granger non-causality. Penm, Terrell, and Wong (2003) present simulations and an 

application that demonstrates the usefulness of the ZNZ patterned VECM. 

 

Lam, Wong, and Wong (2006) develop some properties on the autocorrelation of the k-period 

returns for the general mean reversion (GMR) process in which the stationary component is not 

restricted to the AR(1) process, but takes the form of a general ARMA process. We then derive 

some properties of the GMR process and three new nonparametric tests that compare the relative 

variability of returns over different horizons to validate the GMR process as an alternative to 

random walk. We examine the asymptotic properties of these tests, which can then be applied to 

identify random walk models from the GMR processes. 

 

The traditional linear Granger causality test has been widely used to examine linear causality 

among several time series in bivariate settings, as well as multivariate settings. Hiemstra and Jones 

(1994) develop a nonlinear Granger causality test in a bivariate setting to investigate the nonlinear 

causality between stock prices and trading volume. Bai, Wong, and Zhang (2010) extend their 

work by developing a nonlinear causality test in multivariate settings. Bai, Li, Wong, and Zhang 

(2011) discuss linear causality tests in multivariate settings, and thereafter develop a nonlinear 

causality test in multivariate settings. A Monte Carlo simulation is conducted to demonstrate the 
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superiority of our proposed multivariate test over its bivariate counterpart. In addition, we illustrate 

the applicability of our proposed test to analyze the relationships among different Chinese stock 

market indices. 

 

Hui, Wong, Bai, and Zhu (2017) propose a quick and efficient method to examine whether a time 

series Y possesses any nonlinear feature by testing a kind of dependence remained in the residuals 

after fitting Y with a linear model. The advantage of the proposed nonlinearity test is that it is not 

required to know the exact nonlinear features and the detailed nonlinear forms of Y. It can also be 

used to test whether the hypothesized model, including linear and nonlinear, to the variable being 

examined is appropriate as long as the residuals of the model being used can be estimated. A 

simulation study shows that the proposed test is stable and powerful. We apply the proposed 

statistic to test whether there is any nonlinear feature in the sunspot data and whether the S&P 500 

index follows a random walk model. The conclusion drawn from the proposed test is consistent 

with those from other tests. 

 

3.6 Other Econometric Models/Tests 

 

We have developed some other econometric/statistic models/tests, and list a few. 

 

Wong and Miller (1990) develop a theory and methodology for repeated time series (RTS) 

measurements on autoregressive integrated moving average–noise (ARIMAN) process. The 

theory enables us to relax the normality assumption in the ARIMAN model and to identify models 

for each component series of the process. We discuss the properties, estimation, and forecasting 

of RTS ARIMAN models and illustrate with examples. Wong, Miller, and Shrestha (2001) extend 

their work by allowing the error variance as well as the number of repetition to change over time. 

They show that the model is identified, and derive the maximum likelihood estimator using the 

Kalman filter technique.  

 

Tiku, Wong, Vaughan, and Bian (2000) consider AR(q) models in time series with non-normal 

innovations represented by a member of a wide family of symmetric distributions (Student t). As 

the ML (maximum likelihood) estimators are intractable, we derive the MML (modified maximum 
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likelihood) estimators of the parameters and show that they are remarkably efficient. We use these 

estimators for hypothesis testing, and show that the resulting tests are robust and powerful. 

 

Tiku, Wong, and Bian (1999a) extend the work by considering AR(q) models in time series with 

asymmetric innovations represented by two families ofdistributions: (i) gamma with support IR: 

(0, ∞); and (ii) generalized logistic with support IR: (-∞,∞). As the ML (maximum likelihood) 

estimators are intractable, we derive the MML (modified maximum likelihood) estimators of the 

parameters and show that they are remarkably efficient, besides being easy to compute. We 

investigate the efficiency properties of the classical LS (least squares) estimators. Their efficiency 

relative to the proposed MML estimators is very low.  

 

Tiku, Wong, and Bian (1999b) estimate coefficients in a simple regression model with 

autocorrelated errors. The underlying distribution is assumed to be symmetric, one of the Student 

t family for illustration. Closed-form estimators are obtained and shown to be remarkably efficient 

and robust. Wong and Bian (2005) extend the results to where the underlying distribution is a 

generalized logistic distribution. The generalized logistic distribution family represents very wide 

skewed distributions, ranging from highly right skewed to highly left skewed. Analogously, we 

develop the MML estimators as the ML (maximum likelihood) estimators are intractable for the 

generalized logistic data. We then study the asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators and 

conduct simulations. 

 

Bian and Dickey (1996) develop a robust Bayesian estimator for the vector of regression 

coefficients using a Cauchy-type g-prior. This estimator is an adaptive weighted average of the 

least squares estimator and the prior location, and is of great robustness with respect to fat-tailed 

sample distribution. Wong and Bian (2000) introduce the robust Bayesian estimator to the 

estimation of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) in which the distribution of the error 

component is well-known to be fat-tailed.  

 

To support the proposal, we apply both the robust Bayesian estimator and the least squares 

estimator in the simulation of the CAPM and in the analysis of the CAPM for US annual and 

monthly stock returns. The simulation results show that the Bayesian estimator is robust and 
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superior to the least squares estimator when the CAPM is contaminated by large normal and/or 

non-normal disturbances, especially by Cauchy disturbances.  

 

In the empirical study, we find that the robust Bayesian estimate is uniformly more efficient than 

the least squares estimate in terms of the relative efficiency of one-step ahead forecast mean square 

error, especially for small samples. Bian, McAleer, and Wong (2013) develop a modified 

maximum likelihood (MML) estimator for the multiple linear regression model with underlying 

student t distribution.  

 

We obtain the closed form of the estimators, derive the asymptotic properties, and demonstrate 

that the MML estimator is more appropriate for estimating the parameters of the Capital Asset 

Pricing Model (CAPM) by comparing its performance with least squares estimators (LSE) on the 

monthly returns of US portfolios. The empirical results reveal that the MML estimators are more 

efficient than LSE in terms of the relative efficiency of one-step-ahead forecast mean square error 

in small samples. 

 

Bian, McAleer, and Wong (2011) develop a new test, the trinomial test, for pairwise ordinal data 

samples to improve the power of the sign test by modifying its treatment of zero differences 

between observations, thereby increasing the use of sample information. Simulations demonstrate 

the power superiority of the proposed trinomial test statistic over the sign test in small samples in 

the presence of tie observations. We also show that the proposed trinomial test has substantially 

higher power than the sign test in large samples and also in the presence of tie observations, as the 

sign test ignores information from observations resulting in ties. 

 

Homm and Pigorsch (2012) use the Aumann and Serrano index to develop a new economic 

performance measure (EPM), which is well known to have advantages over other measures. Niu, 

Guo, McAleer, and Wong (2017) extend the theory by constructing a one-sample confidence 

interval of EPM, and construct confidence intervals for the difference of EPMs for two 

independent samples. We also derive the asymptotic distribution for EPM and for the difference 

of two EPMs when the samples are independent, and conduct simulations to show the proposed 

theory performs well for one and two independent samples. The simulations show that the 
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proposed approach is robust in the dependent case. The theory developed is used to construct both 

one-sample and two-sample confidence intervals of EPMs for Singapore and USA stock indices. 

 

4. Empirical Studies  

 

Another suggestion is to apply statistical and econometric models to examine the relationships 

among the variables in some important issues in management information, decision sciences, and 

financial economics. We obtain several important applications of the theories developed. In order 

to save space, we skip our discussion here. Readers may refer to Chang, McAleer, and Wong 

(2016a, b, c) for further information.  

 

 5. Concluding Remarks  

 

In this paper, we discussed different types of utility functions, stochastic dominance, mean-risk 

models, portfolio optimization, and cointegration and causality, as these topics are popular in 

management information, decision sciences, and financial economics in terms of theory and 

econometric analysis.  Authors could also extend their work to link the three disciplines. Although 

we have discussed the contributions in SD, MR, and PO related to management information, 

decision sciences, and financial economics, there are theoretical contributions in other areas that 

could also be useful in these disciplines.  Readers may refer to Chang, McAleer, and Wong (2016a, 

b) for contributions in related cognate areas that might be useful in management science, 

economics, and finance. 
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